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IPSOFACTO has delivered sound, intelligent technical guidance essential to the success of 
small and medium businesses, VC’s, large enterprises, government entities, and non-profit 
organizations for over 20 years. Mindful, ready and aware. Bay Area computer network 
support and San Francisco IT services clients have come to expect these qualities from 
IPSOFACTO. We’re In strategic partnerships that include long-term relationships with 
Microsoft, Dell, HP, Apple, Symantec, Cisco, Meraki and many others. Our sought after 
engineers hold Ph.D, CS, and MBA degrees, as well as MCSE, CCNA, and all advanced vendor 
cecertifications. We offer a calm, capable hand along with cost-efficient network solutions.

ABOUT US

After the house is built and the security and multimedia hardware has been installed, 
IPSOFACTO does the setup for security cameras, key readers, gates, gate and door phones, 
sensors, and everything else that runs on the network- even pool rooms and home 
theaters!

164 ENJOYS IPSOFACTO IN THEIR HOME.
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AUDIT & FUTURE VISION
Assessed needs and designed new 
network. Researched appropriately 
secure technology.

PROPOSAL
PPresented comprehensive plan of a 
full network and system update.

PLAN IMPLEMENTATION
Efficient network update 
strategization and execution.

ONGOING SUPPORT
CContinuing to provide 6 hours of 
support every other week.
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CASE STUDY PHASES

RESPONSIBLE
Verbs and Shapes, IPSOFACTO 
holds itself accountable to say and 
deliver as promised, on time and in 
scope.

SECURE HOME I.T. 
AAfter the network and 
security installation, each 
private residence boasts a 
100% secure multimedia 
network, completely safe 
from hackers. 

ORIGINAL DESIGN
IIPSOFACTO provides security 
for laptops, storage, 
accounting/ home staff I.T., 
iPhone safety, and safe 
rooms (for both valuables 
and loved ones).

TOTAL PROTECTION FOR 164

164 is a recently built 12,000 square foot home in Atherton, CA. When large residential properties have 
extensive security and multimedia systems, a network is required to make everything function properly. 
IPSOFACTO maintains these networks. 164 heard about us and decided on IPSOFACTO as their I.T. 
provider.

164 STARTS WITH IPSOFACTO.

IPSOFACTO IT SERVICES IS YOUR SUCCESS!
LET US HANDLE THE DETAILS, YOU FOCUS ON BUSINESS.


